
Magnet Forensics and Grayshift, makers of GrayKey, have an exclusive worldwide technology 
and distribution partnership to offer law enforcement agencies unique investigative power 
for iOS and Android devices to collect advanced mobile forensic data. If you aren’t using 
Magnet AXIOM with GrayKey, you could be missing valuable data. 

The truth is in the data. What could you be missing?   
Magnet AXIOM is the only tool integrated with GrayKey to get the most mobile evidence.

MAGNET AXIOM: BEST PROCESSING SOLUTION FOR GRAYKEY

Top five reasons to process GrayKey extractions with Magnet AXIOM:
1. Save time by directly loading evidence into Magnet AXIOM with GrayKey Integration

2. Automatically validate files via hash

3. Pre-process iOS keychain from GrayKey extractions during processing

4. Load Android Keystore Data from GrayKey to decrypt supported apps 

5. Examiners regularly report finding more artifacts with AXIOM

How it works
With Magnet AXIOM, you can connect directly to GrayKey to automatically ingest iOS and Android 
extractions, reducing manual effort, decreasing time to evidence, while uncovering critical data.

APP DECRYPTION
With Magnet AXIOM and GrayKey, decrypt data from supported apps via the Keylist for iOS and 
Keystore for Android.
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AXIOM and GrayKey—the integrated solution for 
mobile investigations
Combined with GrayKey’s industry-leading mobile acquisition, AXIOM gets the most data and 
provides the best analysis for iOS and Android devices. And, with GrayKey integrated directly into 
AXIOM, loading mobile evidence is easier and saves more time than ever.

 Streamline Processing of GrayKey Images
• Quickly and easily load GrayKey images for analysis directly from AXIOM.

• AXIOM automatically validates that the files were correctly loaded using the images hashes, and you 
can choose the image components you want to process. 

 Examine the Full Contents from Mobile Devices
• Analyze the full file system (including iTunes backup-style images), decrypted keychain (iOS), 

decrypted keystore data for specific apps (Android) and memory (iOS) from mobile devices and find 
evidence that other tools miss.

• AXIOM natively supports the analysis of memory from GrayKey images without the need to install 
third-party conversions or plugins. 

 Find the Most Relevant Evidence Possible
• The powerful carving within AXIOM can help find more pictures, chat, and browser history.

• AXIOM has artifact support for most commonly used apps, such as WhatsApp, Facebook, Instagram, 
Snapchat, Wickr, Signal, Telegram, and many more.

• Uncover detailed subject information with artifacts like KnowledgeC, Android Motion Photos, iOS 
Wallet, Samsung myFiles, geolocation data, and more.

• Discover new artifacts with Dynamic App Finder to automatically scan your file system and memory 
images for relevant chat, browser, geolocation, and identifier data. 

 Leverage Powerful Built-In Analytics Tools
• Analyze evidence from GrayKey images alongside data from other computer, cloud, social media, 

vehicle, and other mobile evidentiary sources all-in-one casefile.

• Built-in Analytics features like Connections, Timeline, Media Explorer, Cloud Explorer, and Magnet.AI 
automatically generate insights that could lead to important breakthroughs in your case.
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GrayKey is now available for purchase from Magnet Forensics in select 
countries worldwide, and is only available to law enforcement agencies.

Visit magnetforensics.com/graykey for more information.
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